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Toronto opens new Terminal 1 at Lester B. Pearson Internat’l Airport

F wing: food, fun and favorites
Photos and story by Wendy Gallagher
with contributions by Lois Pasternak
International travelers departing Toronto on
Tuesday might mistake the new airport wing
for an entertainment center.
Travel Markets Insider toured the new F
wing and hammerhead of Terminal 1 at Lester
B. Pearson International Airport early
Monday.
Swiss duty free operator The Nuance
Group opens three new stores in the wing
tomorrow and is confident it will lead to a
double-digit sales increase and move the
company closer to its goal of C$100 million
sales in Toronto, with a long-term goal of
making it among the highest grossing duty
free businesses in North America.
Nuance will unveil a 12,000-square-foot
flagship store in the international departures
area, and just feet away, a 4,200-square-foot
Tastefully Canadian store. A separate transborder area offers a 3,400-square-foot store for
U.S. bound passengers.
“We wanted to create a sense of
entertainment, a sense of energy,” said Janine
Gervais, Manager, Retail Initiatives and
Concessions for the Greater Toronto Airports
Authority. The 136,000-square-foot hammerhead provides passengers with “a night out”
without ever leaving the terminal, she added.
Inside Nuance’s flagship shop, there are no
signs indicating different categories within the
store, rather unique lighting leaves no doubt in
travelers’ minds what area they are in.

An inviting, open vista welcomes passengers to the new
Terminal 1 “hammerhead” entrance at Lester B.
Pearson International Airport in Toronto, Canada.

favorite lights designed in the body shape
of Marilyn Monroe. The ‘neck’ part of the
body can be used to display products, such
as handbags, he explained.
Inside the main entrance to the flagship
store sits a dazzling J Lo Glow After Dark
promotion, featuring a slot machine that
will allow players to vie for a glittery gift.
In a break from tradition, Nuance has
moved away from the traditional fragrance
and cosmetics sections being entirely
against a wall.
A Clinique beauty counter offers
travelers products as well as skin
treatments. Steps away, near another store
entrance, is the Bailey’s Pleasure Center,
featuring a tasting area, relaxing music and
massage chairs.
The connoisseur area is denoted by
porcelain and wood floors with a matching
ceiling and features high-end cognacs,
whiskeys and a walk-in humidor.
Dan Driedzic, General Manager of
Concessions for GTAA commented, “It’s
all about entertainment. We really wanted
the shoppers to be entertained.”
A comprehensive study conducted by
the GTAA with travelers through Pearson
led to many of the decisions made

Large brightly painted fingernails made from
Italian glass are lit from behind and hover over the
beauty counters. Hand-blown glass in the shape of
chocolates are aglow in the confectionery area
while Swarovski crystal sparkles above the
jewelry section. Life size Marilyn Monroe lamps
can be found throughout the handbag area.
Henry Stone, of Airport Design Group, told
Insider that his vision in the design stages of the
new wing was twofold.
“I wanted to ensure the store was fully flexible,”
he said, explaining that should one category need
Continued on page 2.
more space, there would be ease in expanding its
space, without having to worry about electrical
and structural concerns.
Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Toronto, Canada
As well, “I wanted to sign
everything with lighting,”
Stone said, pointing to his

Nuance VP of Operations Andy Rattner; store designer Henry Stone, of Airport
Design Group, with one of his Marilyn Monroe-shaped display lights.
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New Toronto Terminal lights the way in airport retailing
Lighting plays a key role in
delineating the product
categories in the new Nuance
store. Shown from left: brightly
painted back-lit “fingernails”
made from Italian glass hover
over the beauty counters; handblown glass in the shape of
chocolates glow in the confectionery area. Back lighting also
highlights perfume bottles.

Continued from page 1.
in the new terminal, explained Driedzic.
He said travelers wanted more options in
airports, including product and
entertainment.
With that in mind, Lacoste was
introduced into the Nuance store, a first
in North America airports, said
Driedzic. As well, Pearson becomes
only the second airport in Canada to
offer MAC cosmetics.
For travelers wanting something to
nibble on, Nuance has built a tasting
corner, complete with a mini kitchen
including a sink and dishwashers. The
corner will offer everything from
Canadian smoked salmon to pancakes
where travelers can taste Canada’s most
famous export, maple syrup.
Andrew Rattner, Nuance vice
president of operations, said the three
entrances to the store make it “open and
flowing” and the sparkles in the floor,
which he referred to as the “yellow brick
road” lead travelers in a natural path to
the different categories without

noticing a change. “It’s never been
easier for passengers to buy duty free
here,” he smiled.
The Tastefully Canadian shop is an
open concept store and is situated in the
middle of the hammerhead. It features
Canadian products including wine, food
and clothing. It also offers a tasting
center. The third, smaller duty free store
is located in the U.S. bound passenger
wing and features an assortment of
products.
Driedzic said many hands were
involved in the five years of planning
for the new terminal. He stressed the
airport authority considers Nuance a
“wonderful partner” and the two have a
“very strong relationship. Our
boardroom is open to them and theirs to
us.” The Nuance contract for all stores at
Pearson, including Terminal 3
(Canadian law prohibits more than one
operator from running a duty free
concession in a single airport) runs until
2017 with options to extend.
John Menchella, Nuance Vice President of Business and Marketing told
Continued on page 3.

A month-long HPP for Glow After Dark, the
fourth scent in Coty Prestige’s Glow By JLo
franchise and the seventh perfume overall
from the House of Jennifer Lopez, greets
visitors at the entrance of the Nuance store.
The promotion features a Spin and Win
contest with a real slot machine. Players who
end up with three “Glo” bottles, win a fabulous
GWP “diamond” ring, says Carol Davy,
Director of Marketing and In-flight Sales Coty
Prestige Travel Retail and Export. All players
win a vial-on-card sample of the new scent.

With its expanded space, Nuance was able to offer
suppliers room for innovative merchandising. Shown
above: the Clinique Boutique in the center of the main
Nuance store in Terminal 1 does an excellent job of
projecting the Clinique image. “We have been looking
for ways to express our brands in a bigger and more
impactful way. The new Pearson store was an opportunity for us to work with Nuance in a way that enhances
both the category and the brands,” commented Israel
Assa, vp, general manager of Estée Lauder Travel
Retailing – Americas. “This is an example of what can
be done when the brands and the operators work in
partnership.” The new store also features boutiques for
Lauder’s M.A.C, Estée Lauder and La Mer brands.
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Nuance: Long-term contract
encourages investment in Toronto
Continued from page 2.
Insider, “In Toronto, because of the space we
have to work with, the passenger volume and
the long term nature of the contract, we were
able to make significant capital investment
with the goal of creating truly world class
duty free stores which would generate
incremental profits for all stakeholders.”
Menchella said staff have been trained to
tell travelers about restrictions on liquids and
a signage program indicates what customers
can and cannot purchase if transferring in
certain countries. Menchella estimates sales
of liquids at Pearson have dropped 10 to 15
percent since the ban came into effect in
August.

The decision to have duty free stores after
U.S. pre-clearance was an important one, said
Menchella.
“Passengers are reluctant to get out of
sometimes very long customs and security
line-ups and enter our pre-security duty free
stores. By having stores post security, we
take advantage of customer dwell time when
they are more receptive to thinking about
making a duty free purchase.”
The opening of the new wing completes
construction of Terminal 1. Terminal 3 will
continue to operate while Terminal 2 will
shut down tomorrow. Pearson handles
approximately 31 million passengers a year,
with room for 38 million.

Left: Canadian Products at the Tastefully Canadian store.
Right: The handbag and accessories area of Nuance’s main duty free
store, featuring one of the Marilyn Monroe display lights.

A Major Watch Brand
in the US is looking for a
National Sales Manager with
strong experience in watch
distribution or luxury goods.
Must be able to travel 30% of
his/her time. Will manage the
customer services department
and sales representative team,
must be a team leader, fluent in
English. Computer skills to run
sales reports is a must.
References, in same industry.
Salary (open) + Health Insurance

Office is based in Miami Fl.
Please send Resume to
editor@travelmarketsinsider.net

Left: A special Johnnie Walker display glows Right: Spirits.
Top right: Nuance highlights Canada’s world- famous Inniskillin
Icewine.

Los Angeles World Airports Reports 2006 Traffic
Statistics for LAX and LA/Ontario International:
LAX shows 1st decline in international traffic since 2003
Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) today reported passenger and cargo traffic statistics for
2006 for Los Angeles International (LAX) and LA/Ontario International (ONT) airports.
LAX airlines served 61,041,066 total passengers in 2006, a decline of seven-tenths of one
percent from 61,489,523 passengers in 2005. International passenger traffic experienced its first
decline since 2003, falling 3.3 percent from 17,486,263 in 2005 to 16,911,092 last year.
According to airport officials, airlines have not added capacity due to high fuel costs and a desire
to increase profitability.
ONT passenger traffic surpassed the seven-million mark for the second consecutive year as
the airport served 7,049,904 in 2006, down 2.3 percent from 7,214,171 passengers in 2005. ONT
international passenger traffic (primarily to and from Mexico) increased 31 percent to 156,660
passengers in 2006 from 120,367 passengers in 2005.

